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Liu Zhou listened to Shen Xiyan's threat, his eyes slowly narrowed down, his gaze fixed
on Shen Xiyan with a deadly stare, thinking that his mouth was so big that the Medical

Sect had to remove its name? Is it from the Thousand Clans or the Dao Clan?

"Are you from the Thousand Clans? Or are you from the Dao Sect? Or is it

the Dragon Sect?" Liu Zhou asked three times in a row.

Shen Xiyan hummed, "What Thousand Sects, Dao Sects, Dragon Sects, are
nothing in front of me!" Once she thought of Lin Hao, Shen Xiyan felt that these existences
were perhaps nothing, others were more than clans, she was more than her husband,
thinking of this, she couldn't help but reveal a smile that was very sweet.

Liu Zhou all looked dumbfounded for a few seconds, but then immediately

smiled slightly, even the Thousand Sects Dao Sect do not know, do not even know what is

the Dragon Sect, I'm afraid it is just a small sect leader, they closed cultivation for

hundreds of years, completely do not know that nowadays the world has changed forever,
there may even be a certain former super big sect, but thought that within the closed

cultivation for hundreds of years, now just closed out of the mountain, but also think that
they are the former top sect!

As for why the mountain was closed and sealed, Liu Zhou didn't need to

think about it to know that it must be the Ming Forbidden Martial Incident that caused
their clan to have to close down.



Why did Liu Zhou dare to be so sure? It was because twenty years ago

there was a clan that made such a joke, the three innate patriarch elders of the huge clan,
the moment they opened the mountain door thinking they were invincible, and were then
directly dispatched by the Dragon Sect on the grounds that there was no need to stay in
the world if they did not listen to discipline.

It was a laughing stock at the time.

Once he thought that Shen Xiyan might be of such strength, Liu Zhou's
scruples in his heart were a few points less, some weak Ascended Masters, especially
those of small sects, were not comparable in strength to the disciples of these super sects

of his clan who were about to cross over to the Ascended Masters, they might not be able

to kill each other, but the other side was not necessarily able to kill them either, so Liu

Zhou had the strength at this moment, he began to admire frantically Shen Xiyan's face,
the more he watched it, the more he found it, astonishingly beautiful, too beautiful!

I heard that there was a Nine Heavenly Fairy in the Xuantian Sect,
extremely beautiful, countless people wanted to marry her, but it was a pity that the Nine
Heavenly Xuan had a special status, countless people came to the door to ask for her, but
right, the Nine Heavenly Xuan all politely refused on the basis of the sect's legacy plans,
and then everyone just talked about it and sighed at her beauty, at that time Liu Zhou also

happened to see the portrait of the Nine Heavenly Xuan, but it was a pity that he had a

very low status, just glanced at it At that time, Liu Zhou also happened to look at the

portrait of Jiu Tianxuan, but unfortunately he was of a very low status and only glanced

at it.

But now that he saw Shen Xiyan, he felt that perhaps there was a more

beautiful woman in this world, and that was the woman in front of him, a woman who

had come out of a great sect in the night.



Such a beautiful woman, why not leave her to the young master as a

concubine?

As for Liu Haokun? Was he qualified to compare with the young master?

Before, he had been staring and not having such thoughts, that was because
if Shen Xiyan was just a woman inside the world, no matter how pretty or beautiful she

was, Liu Zhou would not dare to act rashly. Perhaps Liu Hao Kun was not afraid of the

rules of the world, but they were, especially at this moment, when they heard that Lin

Hao and Jun Wu Ren were killing people in the martial world, killing those who did not

listen to them. That's why he didn't try to kill them first.

That's why he didn't have the first thought of taking Shen Xi Yan back to

the young patriarch as a concubine.

For? The reason why? What is to be a concubine, because Shen Xiyan is

pregnant ......

Liu Hao Kun see Liu Zhou uncle ancestor has not said anything, is also
some look struggle, just also do not dare to go up rashly ask, just this time, Liu Zhou said

to Liu Hao Kun: "you go to call the other your uncle ancestor, just say there is something,
as for this woman, you should not get your hands on, she is not you can have! Even if you
inherit the Liu family in the secular world, you still can't have it! Your body like this is no
match for her at all, and if you get her strongly, her husband will definitely be not weak

either At that time if he tries to assassinate you, you will never be able to fight back!"
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Liu Haokun sniffed, nodded his head in a hurry, not at all upset, but immediately copied

his mobile phone to call out.

Liu Haokun smelled, nodded his head in a hurry, not a bit of displeasure,
but immediately copied the phone and called out.

The uncle ancestor has said that this woman is not for him to have, then
inevitably he does not dare to refute it, nowadays Liu's secular family looks very powerful,
but after visiting the ancestral land, they feel that the power of the secular world is just

like that, their medical family can save people, but they cannot extend their life, but the
group of people in the ancestral land can not only save people but also make themselves
live longer, Liu Haokun's purpose is to enter the ancestral land, of course the money

prerequisite is to get the identity of the first in line heir!

Above but said, whoever competes for the first successor in line, can enter

the ancestral land to cultivate and learn to become the existence of immortal life span,
which makes Liu Hao Kun and other people have to love their feathers, not to be able to

leave any traces that can make people say, otherwise, that supreme pursuit is no

more ......

The group of people he called were naturally other contenders for the heir,
he was able to have the bodyguard of the clan inside the high martial world, the other
heirs must also have ah!

In the past, we did not interfere with each other, rarely had any

interactions, are distributed in the Tianhai major hospitals inside, he because of
outstanding academic, was assigned to the first hospital, followers of the domestic

gynecology, infant section of the top SunCompany teacher to follow the study, in the

weight above, but he also knows, but in the family inside has not yet under the final



determination of the sole heir identity, he is not yet. It is not until the last moment, who
can win, there is a chance.

But obviously at this moment, Liu Haokun's chances were even greater!

Liu Zhou's seniority was higher than his, but obviously the stunning beauty
in front of him was not something he could get his hands on either, which meant that it

had to be someone else! And who would that be? It must be someone of great status

within the Medical Sect, perhaps the son of an elder, perhaps the elder himself, perhaps
the young master, perhaps someone of even greater status, but no matter who it was, if he
climbed this level of relationship, even the Liu family in the secular world would not dare

to dictate to him, this was a real opportunity to ascend to the heavens, and Liu Haokun

would certainly grasp it, even at this moment he was a little excited!

The highlight of his life has come! Today made this one incident end out is

simply his own gospel, his father cautioned him not to play with women all day long

sooner or later, Liu Haokun hardened his head and agreed, knowing that the elders

themselves like to play, do not like the juniors to play together, so they can only play in

private. After all, the pleasures of the elders, they do not want the juniors to experience

too early yet! But today, he was about to level the playing field because of women!

His heart was so relieved that he started calling the other heir candidates.

Yuan Mo Zhang Ke Wen was shocked beyond words, especially Yuan Mo,
who was in anticipation. Although she was angry at Shen Xi Yan's explicit scolding of her
earlier, she knew more than anything that once Shen Xi Yan was really taken by someone

from the Liu family, then her status would change drastically, and if she then held a

grudge for today's incident, she would be finished!



Of course, she had other ideas, that is, to get into the boat of that lord, so
that she could also turn into a phoenix and become a real high class person from then on!

A 60 million dollar villa in Tianhai, a villa with Liu? The first of these is a

$60 million villa in Tianhai. When he saw Liu Haokun calling him, his jaw dropped in

shock.

Next to him a lovely beauty in rabbit girl clothes raised her head with a
hint of an unknown liquid at the corner of her mouth, "Young Liu, what's wrong, choking
on someone." The voice was sweet and charming.

But Liu Haoqian did not lust too much, but looked at the phone for several

seconds hesitantly, before finally being able to say, "My damned pretentious brother

called for me, and at a glance, he knew he was looking for me for something, haha, he
used to be a fox inside the family, relying on the elders to think he was of good character

and excellent studies, thinking he was the future head of the Liu family! But the elders
were completely unaware that this brother was simply a piece of human rubbish, a fake
gentleman and a real villain! I've looked at him with displeasure before, only now he's
called me, and hey, look how I'm making things difficult for him!"
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"That would be a real crowd pleaser." The beautiful woman swallowed a mouthful of

saliva and said with a flushed face.

Liu Haoqian gave a light laugh and squeezed her head downwards, sitting
on the office chair bending his legs and gently pinching them.



After moistening his throat, Liu Haoqian coughed, before picking up the

phone.

He is now holding the attitude model, Jane? The ground Lu dyed yi cover

dyed yi? The actual fact is that you will be able to get a lot more than just a few of these.

After all, inside his mind was Liu Haoqian's hypocritical and proud face, a
face he could not dream of crushing!

"What does Kundi want from brother? Are you short of money, or have you
encountered some trouble that you can't settle?" Liu Haoqian said in a brotherly tone.

Liu Haokun knew that Liu Haoqian and the others had always looked at
him with displeasure, and privately this group of people conspired together, saying that

he was something endowed, bullying and hypocritical, but Liu Haokun didn't care,
because this group of people were really rubbish, and it would be impossible for this

group of people to catch up with him for the rest of their lives! Yes, for life!

These heir brothers of his are in the country for their studies, because the
family's internal blueprint for the future to build the next generation of training also did

not do a comprehensive layout, resulting in twenty to thirty years of birth of the heir

holding pride extraordinary, a little bit of suffering can not eat. But those illegitimate

children are suffering, and even several are in the family elders privately inserted to

participate in the heir candidate, a few of them are very good voice, so that Liu Hao Kun

are treated as rivals!



Unfortunately, these people are nothing in his eyes today!

"Liu Haoqian, don't talk to me like that, you've got a lot of money up your

arse, and if I want to, your credit cards will be frozen again!" Liu Haokun sneered, this Liu
Haoqian even put on an attitude in front of him, afraid that he didn't want to die?

"Liu Haokun, you are simply looking for death!" Liu Haoqian immediately

had a feeling of anger and fire, this kid still dared to be arrogant at this moment, didn't he
know he was calling for help? Did he not know that he was calling for help? Did he not

even know to put on a more humble posture? Did he really think that he was the heir of

the Liu family? Oh!

"You should know that you are now begging me!" Liu Haoqian scolded in a

low voice.

The corner of Liu Hao Kun's mouth raised in a cold smile and said, "I didn't
beg you! I won't beg you either! I only came over to instruct you that Uncle Ancestor told

your Taoist Protector to come out to the First Hospital."

Liu Haoqian was so frightened when he heard his uncle's dao protector that
he kicked the woman under him away, the pretty woman had a hint of displeasure on her

face, but the next moment she looked at this Liu Haoqian's frosty face and did not dare to

say anything.

"Liu Haokun you dare to cheat people with this matter? Aren't you afraid

of death!?" Liu Haoqian asked in a low voice as he was shocked and unsure.



Liu Haokun smiled and said in an imposing manner, "I wouldn't dare to
joke about this matter! You, on the contrary, don't seem to be willing to heed your uncle's
orders! What, you dare to go against the wishes of the ancestral land, you don't want to
live!"

Liu Haoqian's body shivered violently and his voice trembled as he fawned

and asked, "Kundi, what did Uncle Ancestor want from Uncle Ancestor, can you tell me?"
It was as if nothing had just happened.

Liu Haokun ignored Liu Haoqian's flattery and rebuked, "Why don't you
hurry up and call your Daoist protector uncle to come here! If you delay your uncle's big
event, can you afford to do so?"

"Yes, yes, I'll shout at once! I'll call out right now!" Said Liu Haoqian as he

shouted out the villa window, "Uncle Ancestor, Liu Haoqun's brother's uncle ancestor
shouts for you to go to Tianhai First Hospital."

"Hmm." The world outside the window echoed indifferently, not a single
figure could be seen, not knowing when he had existed or when he had disappeared,
anyway, he was gone ......

When his Taoist protector disappeared, Liu Haoqian successively flattered

and lowered his posture to Liu Haoqun, "Kundi, in the future when the family is in power,
don't forget brother ah. From now on, my brother will be the only one to look up to, just
tell me what you need!"



Although Liu Haoqian was not good at business, he was very good at

reading people's opinions. Now that he saw Liu Haoqun rise to power, he could not let go

of such a good opportunity, so he naturally had to climb up to him!
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Liu Haokun's uncle ancestor shouted them to go together, then naturally Liu Haokun

found something that made the ancestral land all excited, in that case, his relationship
with the ancestral land build, then the secular world Liu family so little social status, who
they want to confer is not just a matter of words ......

It's a pity, it's a pity that so many people still have to compete for the heir,
oblivious to the fact that this moment has fallen on Liu Hao Kun's head!

Liu Haokun grunted, but the heart is still very happy pleasure, but did not

express it, but coldly said: "to say such words is premature, well I will not talk to you

some useless bullshit, I have to find other brothers to call their Taoist protectors

together."

After saying that Liu Haokun directly hung up the phone, Liu Haoqian

stayed in place, looking out of the window, muttering in shock, "From now on the Liu

family is really Liu Haokun's say so! Of course the Liu family in the secular world is so big

that perhaps Liu Haokun must not look up to it. This son has been raised not to bend to

the moment in order to achieve his goals, and now that he knows the secret of his

ancestral land to live for hundreds of years, he will certainly go after it! I am now on Liu

Haokun's boat, later he will go to the ancestral land and I will be in the secular world,
although at heart it feels a bit strange to go up there, but such a gain is not really good for

me, isn't it? After all, the Liu family heir competition, I can not enter the top three in any

case, but now, the secular world may be the person in charge of me!"



Just now Liu Haokun said just as he thought, he is really with the ancestral

land hitched, listen to shout all of the dao protector together over, that is natural to find?
The actual fact is that you will be able to find a lot more than just a few of these. The
actual fact is that you can find a lot of things to do with the actual world ......

This side Liu Hao Qian finished chatting, Liu Hao Kun with the other

people is also all communicated side, then this to Liu Zhou said: "Uncle ancestors are on
the way to come."

"Mm, I sense it." Liu Zhou nodded slightly, then looked towards Shen

Xiyan.

The ultimate beauty of the strength of the innate patriarch, if placed before

the innate patriarch is still considered a figurehead, but now? Since Lin Haojun has no

regrets in the Western World War a, breaking the shackles of the innate patriarch, the
previous old ancestors have all advanced to the Grand Patriarch, the innate patriarch that

is worthless ......

"You are an innate patriarch cultivation, but you don't have innate
patriarch strength! So I think you'd better behave and listen to us when the time comes.
After all, if we really engage in a battle, you won't be able to defeat us." Liu Zhou said to

Shen Xiyan.

Shen Xiyan smiled, not to mention whether she could really win, she also
went back to fight. However, there is still her own husband Lin Hao outside, she is not
afraid at all, a group of jumping clowns is just, Tianhai at this moment solid as gold, no
one gong break ......



"What if I am not? And that is, what you just said makes me very angry!"
Shen Xiyan said with an ice-cold face.

Liu Zhou looked at the cold and incomparable Shen Xiyan, his heart was
shocked, even angry is so beautiful stunning beauty, bring back to the sect, he should be

considered to have made a great achievement. Nowadays, the mountain gates of the

martial arts world were breaking open, all looking for opportunities to enter the world.
Countless people even speculate that once the Ancient Hell War breaks out, they might

actually integrate with the world, and at that time it will be a new status reform ......

"You're simply too beautiful, if you weren't pregnant and tainted, it's
highly likely that you would have become our Young Patriarch's wife! Instead of a

concubine." Liu Zhou exclaimed in admiration.

At the same time, he also said the words in his heart.

Shen Xiyan's eyes grew colder and colder, this man was so hateful, he was
simply seeking death!

Liu Zhou couldn't help but sigh again, "A woman as beautiful as you is

already very rare! I once saw a portrait of one person in the clan by chance, that is the
Nine Heavenly Immortals, your face is comparable to his, it is a pity that the Nine

Heavenly Immortals have a special status, ordinary people cannot get their hands on

them, countless people clan young lords pursued the threshold but to no avail, I do not

know what this special special is. But let our young master good soul dreaming, but good
thing you appeared, although you defiled the body, but this face, or the absolute ......"
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Chapter 1685

When Shen Xiyan heard about Jiu Tian Xuan and how special he was at the same time, he
couldn't help but look at Liu Zhou a few more times, what was so special about Jiu Tian

Xuan? A special status? Could it be that there was another level to her? Just why they

returned to the sky sea but never heard of Jiu Tian Xuan news, Shen Xiyan is now very

curious, only how curious again, but also can not learn the news inside, after all, Shen
Xiyan is not a martial arts world, although now have the cultivation of the innate

patriarch, but unfortunately contact to the martial arts world is still very little time ......

"You know the Nine Heavenly Xuan Fairy?" Looking at Shen Xiyan in

thought, Liu Zhou's pupils shrank and he couldn't help but say.

Shen Xiyan hummed and did not reply.

And at this moment, several martial artists who were one step away from

the Innate Patriarch flew in around them, and when they landed, they all sighed in

admiration when they saw Shen Xiyan's face.

"How beautiful!"

After all, not everyone is cold and cold, and people in the martial arts

world are also people who eat the fire and smoke of the earth, except for those old
ancestors of course ......



"Liu Zhou what are you shouting at us to do?" The head of a strong man

holding a wine jug couldn't help but ask, but while talking, but his eyes still remained in

front of Shen Xiyan's heels.

After a few times, without waiting for Liu Zhou to speak, he spoke, "It's a
pity that I'm pregnant! Otherwise handing it over to the young master should be a great

reward. There is also the fact that her body is very strange, and the power that baby

contains is also extremely terrifying, giving a feeling of being a strong person even when

landing on the ground, what is wrong with you Liu Zhou, how did you cross paths with

such a person!"

The others also retreated after hearing this.

Liu Zhou lightly laughed, Liu Hai will bluff, every time like this, found a

small problem are petty, this moment is like this, look at the people scared.

"Liu Hai, you are just too bad in this nature! That's why you can't do
anything big. Before I finish, a bunch of blind analysis, what's the use of your analysis
like this?" Liu Zhou sneered.

The others listened to this before they turned back, just all staring at Liu

Zhou, ready to wait for him to speak to speak to.

Liu Zhou saw that the eyes of the crowd returned and were no longer timid
in their doubts.



Only then did he open his mouth: "At the time you Liu Haiqiang to the

question, I have asked all the questions once and for all! She is a person of the martial arts

world, is forbidden martial time period inside the closed mountain door of some near

ancient sect, only now open the mountain door, completely unaware of the modern

division of power has rules, as for the strength?, obvious, when I came and she had a slap,
empty cultivation, strength is very weak, completely match the characteristics of their

closed mountain door."

"So that's it! I told you, if there was still such a beautiful beauty in the

martial arts world, it would be fought over by all the major sects."

"Yes, yes, I was also puzzled at the time, but now after hearing what Senior

Brother Liu Zhou said, it dawned on me. Haha, Senior Brother Liu Hai, you, ah, you
always bluff like this every time, unable to scare others and specialising in scaring your

own people. In the future, you should not analyse blindly, it's weird and scary!"

"Haha, yeah. Look at how scared we were just now, we almost scattered in

all directions, each of us flew away in the face of a great disaster."

The crowd was laughing at Liu Hai.

Liu Hai was bitter beyond words, his status was not as high as Liu Zhou's
and his strength was similar to Liu Zhou. But his medical skills were much better than

everyone there, but what a pity? Inside the clan is not too popular, because he always
speaks too carefully and cautiously, nothing is to take the weakness of others to scare

their own people, over time, by the same level of people despise, weaker than him is a

little afraid, stronger than him, always take this matter to ridicule him, he also helpless.



The zero-shaded Wu Lu Wu zero-shaded service? In the past, when he was

ridiculed like this, he would have just cowered behind the crowd and laughed, but not
today!

The person that this stunning beauty in front of him is carrying was born
with a terrifying power that is even greater than what this stunning beauty contains!

And this incident could not be clearer. Because they are the people of the

Medical Sect, naturally it is clear that pregnancy in order to carry a super powerful child,
in addition to the mother is extraordinary people father is required to be incomparably
strong, otherwise it will certainly not be possible to make the child also have such a

powerful power ......
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If it is true as Liu Zhou said, she might be the sect that closed the mountain gate only

recently opened, then obviously this sect that closed the mountain gate is definitely a top

sect, otherwise how could it be possible to have a supreme beauty at the same time and

also have this supreme beauty's pregnant child also have such a terrifying power ......

"Senior brother Liu Zhou, I'm really not joking this time! Her child
definitely landed with strength that exceeds ours!" Liu Hai repeated stubbornly.

Liu Zhou sneered and stared at Liu Hai, his eyes all angry, Liu Hai had once

again disobeyed him in front of everyone! It was simply damnable! If Liu Hai's strength
was not similar to his, plus his medical skills were stronger than his own, Liu Zhou would

have wanted to compete with him ......



But this breath he knew, as long as he brought this beautiful woman back

to the clan, then he could crush Liu Hai forever! Even he this moment he thought about it,
backwards time let Liu Hai give this stunning beauty abort the child! Because in that case,
once this stunning beauty gains favor with the young lord, then Liu Hai's time of death

will also come ......

"Liu Hai, you needn't be alarmist here! You and I are both from a big clan,
or from the Medical Sect! If you want to be like what you say, you really make people

pregnant in the body and still have the embryo of an innate sect master. Do you think

such a clan needs to seal the mountain? And would she be weak? You just don't want me

to take the credit for this, fearing that I'll overpower you, but unfortunately, ah, your
wishful thinking is wrong!" Liu Zhou laughed coldly and questioned one after another.

Liu Zhou's questioning was said in a clear and articulate manner, and the

other people from the Medical Clan nodded at his words. Although Liu Hai did not have

too much of a power struggle implication, at this moment, everyone knew that once Liu

Zhou consecrated this beautiful woman to the Young Patriarch, his status would rise. And
Liu Hai and who has the worst relationship, that is naturally Liu Zhou ah, everyone in the

association of some, perhaps others to the throne Liu Hai will not say anything, but Liu
Zhou to the throne, Liu Hai is certainly not happy, so such a simple truth, they just need

to hear it and understand ......

But to try to do the same in this matter is simply damnable!

Liu Hai couldn't help himself and said loudly, "Liu Zhou! You must know

that the Dragon Sect is now tightening up the martial arts world! If you still make such a

mess at this time, do you know what kind of blow it will bring to us? Furthermore, you
must know that nowadays, Lin Hao and Jun Wu Regret, the two Gods of Murder, are also
eyeing the martial arts world, and especially have strong malice towards the Martial

Union! If the Dragon Sect and the two Gods of Killers were to come here, would there be



any room for our Medical Sect to stand? Even if only one of them comes, I'm afraid it's
not something that our Medical Sect can withstand, right?"

"Stop spreading rumours here! Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren are strong, they
are Grand Masters! But so what? Don't we have any great masters in the Medical Sect?
Do we need to be afraid of them? Oh, countless great sects aren't afraid, but you're good
enough to come right up and raise their prestige first. The young master has said that we

are not in vain Lin Hao Jun has no regrets! And in addition, there are still big sects like

the Thousand Sects to fight against, so why do we need to be afraid? As for the Dragon

Sect, there's even less to fear. The Dragon Sect is preparing to go to the Ancient Prison at

this moment, so they won't get into trouble with the Medical Sect over this matter! You're
just not very capable and you think too much! Alright, stop talking, if you don't want to
join us in suppressing this woman, just hide away and watch the show, after all, the
Young Master is already waiting for her inside the clan, I've already sent her likeness to

the Young Master, and the Young Master likes it a lot! Let's make sure we put our best

foot forward!"

Liu Zhou said finally not forgetting to push Liu Hai, directly pushing him

outside the crowd.

As for the back that sent the photo to the young master? 意染拂意珊拂闭

遮? Liu Zhou did not do it at all, although now want to do it, but he thought about it,
surprise this thing, only sent to the people in front of the surprise is called, advance
warning are not ......
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This sentence came out, and indeed those who were still scornful of the Dragon Sect

inside stopped talking and all looked at Liu Zhou, listening to what Liu Zhou would

dictate next ......



Liu Zhou gave a proud hum and glanced at the isolated Liu Hai. In the

bottom of his heart, he cursed the foolishness, preferring to use his brain on medical skills

rather than pondering more on human affairs, what is the use of this?

Followers of this group of second worldly ancestors, can't they see that?

Competence is one thing, but deceit is another! No matter how strong one's
business ability is, one cannot be stronger than borrowing power.

Back then the martial arts world was not yet strong, but in front of a

dynasty, it was nothing ......

Nowadays the martial arts world is also strong, but unfortunately under the
suppression of the Dragon Sect, even if someone is stronger than the four town guards, do
they dare to resist?

No one!

And is the Patriarch very strong? Is he as strong as the previous three

elders? No, but he is the Patriarch! It is the hearts of the people that are the most

powerful ......



Of course Liu Zhou would not say such to Liu Hai, because these are his
most valuable things, he has no need to make friends with a rival like Liu Zhou, unless of
course Liu Hai is going to die ......

Shen Xiyan listened to Liu Zhou's words and was somewhat half-hearted.

Medical clan is not afraid of his own husband? If that was really the case,
then what if he was taken away himself? And then there was the question of whether he

and Lin Hao's child was really aborted?

She didn't want to! She would rather die than want the child to be aborted,
it was her and Lin Hao's child, the crystallization of their love, no matter what she did not

want to ......

Liu Hao Kun looked at the scene in front of him, what a breath of fresh air,
except that he did not dare to speak, it turned out that the martial arts world was also like

this, you fight for me. Inside this group of people, he could see that Liu Hai was somewhat

similar to himself, but unfortunately, ah, such a person obviously in such a situation is

extremely at a disadvantage, not for any other reason, is because the person with the

strength is not at all playing with the heart to occupy the position! And if this play of

mind is still equally strong, then the others do not have to finish, just like himself, looking
at the brothers left behind by himself, Liu Hao Kun has been riding high, of course at this
moment, he no longer worried about this group of people still have the opportunity to

seek power and usurp the position, because just like Liu Zhou, he will sit firmly on the

fishing platform!

Shen Xiyan looked outside the corridor, her heart was a little panicked,
even though Lin Hao was outside, still a little panicked, so many people, she obviously
can't win, the previous bottom is not there, what to do?



"Honey, are you done with your phone calls? Can you hurry back!" Shen
Xiyan said in her heart.

Lin Hao in the car park was still talking to Yuan Wu, a just a small matter,
but when the conversation became more in-depth, found that the problem became more

and more horrible ......

Lin Hao in the car park was still talking to Yuan Wu, thinking it was just a

small thing, but when the conversation got deeper, the problem became more and more

terrifying ......

Yuan Wu said in a low voice: "What I told you earlier, the various monsters

radiating out around the ancient prison similar to those inside the Shanhaijing are now
coming towards our Chinese waters, threatening many ocean-going sea vessels these days,
this is not even the most terrifying, the most terrifying is still that they are heading

towards our martial arts community allies stationed on the major isolated islands!"

Although Lin Hao was concerned about this, he was more concerned about

the sentence that Yuan Wu said, 'These monsters all came out from inside a hole that

looked like a black hole, or mutated'.

It was that endless black hole again, what kind of relationship did Gu Jie

have with this black hole?



This existence that resembles a black hole? Xizhaowu grasshopper loves to

close the land? And what connection did it have with that 'Shen Xiyan'?

Lin Hao didn't know and didn't dare to be sure, he just listened to what

Yuan Wu was anxiously saying, he didn't bother to ask too many things because he was

afraid that Yuan Wu would find out something. The longer he stayed with this old man,
the more he knew of his keen sense of smell.

Being with him is not at all as comfortable as standing with Jun Wu Ren,
although Jun Wu Ren is not absolutely reckless, but Jun Wu Ren is not very willing to use

his brain when he is with him, which makes Lin Hao much more comfortable in dealing

with some things, and also Jun Wu Ren has a deep tacit understanding with him, and
many things are not overly asked ......

Chapter 1688

"Something like this has happened, and it has caused the entire martial arts community to

feel a lot of pressure. The Dragon Sect's help is being sought, and this group of mutated

beasts that have come out of the Mountain and Sea Scriptures are extremely powerful,
each with the strength of a top Ascended Master, making people very worried! If they
were only strong we wouldn't be too concerned, but this they are only attacking our

people and not others, which makes us feel very headachey." Yuan Wu said with a sad

face, this matter is really too much of a blow to people, after all, only attacking against

the Chinese people and not the people of other organizations, can't people not feel their
heart break down?

Lin Hao also felt weird again when he heard this, only attacking against

Chinese martial artists and not other power players? Then what was their purpose?



This made Lin Hao ponder for a long time, after all, this would be

bizarre ......

"Genro, have these existences been found before? Or maybe there are

records of such within the Dragon Gate?" Lin Hao inquired.

Yuan Wu heard Lin Hao's words is also frowned, these individual questions
other town guards also want to come out, while the eight war gods investigation in the

middle, only a short time has not appeared answer, after all, the eight war gods to find, or
need time, of course the biggest investigators still need Taotie ......

But even if it is Taotie, it still takes time ......

Hearing these words, Lin Hao sort of knew that the Dragon Gate? The steak

sham land closed shade er? Also did not find the answer they wanted in the first place,
which made Lin Hao pull out of his thoughts, after having a clue, there will naturally be

a solution, besides this problem is not yet the time for him to strike, he is currently still

minding his own ......

At the same time, Lin Hao looked at Shen Xiyan ......

Inside the corridor, at this moment is like an absolute domain, within this

domain. Shen Xiyan was on one side, and all the others were her antagonists.



Feeling the changes around her, Yuan Mo's mood grew more and more

excited, while being very envious of Shen Xiyan. What kind of luck was it that she had

been appreciated by someone bigger for her looks and had since embarked on a path to
the heavens, leaping from within a relatively backward power to become a concubine of

a top power?

But equally she knew that the ship she had taken on was also in the middle
of a long voyage. Once Liu Haokun enters it, then she feels that this life will be different

from others, whether she is a concubine or a maid in a common room ......

After all, the place that Liu Haokun squeezed his head to get into, she is
about to possibly have to get into as well. What kind of existence is Liu Haokun, that is
the heir to a family in the medical profession in all of China ......

Zhang Kewen felt the change between heaven and earth, she felt as if she
had entered a new world, this world seems to have a boundary wall, and she was

wandering around this boundary wall, she really can't believe that there is such an

existence in this world, this is more shocking than the mythological immortal TV that I

have seen, and more shocking than those foreign blockbusters ......

"What kind of a world is this? Is this what Liu Haokun is struggling to

pursue?When I was with him before he said that the most peculiar thing in this world lies

in front of everyone's eyes, but every one of them didn't believe it. To be honest I didn't
believe what he said before, but at this moment I think it's time to slowly start believing

in the strangeness of this world ......"

The moment her aura was fully opened, Shen Xiyan felt her entire body

start to become ethereal, the terrifying power contained within her body blossomed more

and more, from that moment onwards, she felt that she had become different, this feeling



was amazing, and when she saw such a group of people, she had a very strong feeling,
that was to suppress and kill them! To suppress and kill them with absolute power, but
she was at a bit of a loss, that is, she didn't have such power ......

It is like a strong feeling inside the brain is fighting against, let the Shen
Xiyan face began to struggle violently, look a little struggle up, the medical clan is also

become to start some payback, once again erupted?

Super Son-in-law Chapter 1689-1690
Chapter 1689

What the hell is this? Isn't this clan a little too weird? The people of the Medical Sect

looked at each other.

Liu Hai immediately said, "Do you fellow clansmen really want to fight to

the death? Although it was the Young Patriarch's order, if we tell the Young Patriarch

what happened, the Young Patriarch won't blame us! But if we really start a fight, there
will be no room for manoeuvre!"

At this moment, even including Liu Zhou himself, he became a little

scandalized, because such a bizarre hair-trigger was something he had really never heard

of ......

Just when he heard Liu Hai's words, he who had been beating a retreat

became a fierce to the rest of the people and said, "All the senior brothers, let's not say
whether it's the young patriarch's order or not, but nowadays this situation, we have an
arrow on the string and have to send it! After all, we have already offended the other side,
if they are a super hermit clan, how many of us will be able to withstand their wrath if

they blame us? If the other party is not a super hidden sect, but a unique gongfu, then
why should we be afraid of anything?"



Once Liu Zhou made this statement, everyone knew accordingly at the

same time, retreating with ? Covering the ground er zero intention to cover up Lu? not

retreating, it seems that there is no different ending, both are to die fighting!

And aside Liu Haokun heard to retreat, also cackled, but heard or to fight,
this is a sigh of relief, if really retreat, then he may be a certain death, after all, if even the
Medical Sect is afraid of the other side, then how can their secular world's power deal
with the other side?

And Liu Hao Kun on the other side also cackled when he heard that he had
to retreat, but when he heard that he still had to fight, then he breathed a sigh of relief, if
he really retreated, then he might be certain to die, after all, if even the Medical Sect

feared the other side, then how could the power of their secular world deal with the other

side?

"Then let's fight to the death!" Someone shouted, and Liu Zhou also exerted

his own inner strength, his robes making a hunting sound, while the rest of them also

pulled out their weapons.

Liu Hai was the only one who shouted from the side, "Brothers and teachers,
do we really have to fight to the death? We still have room to manoeuvre, although Liu

Zhou's words have some truth to them, but a deadly battle is really a complete offense to

the place, at that time, even with the help of intercession, it is difficult to escape death!"

"Heh! You just don't say it, the situation is like this, we have no room to

back out! And even if it's as you say, we still have room to retreat, but have you ever

thought about where we will be sent to when the clan has interceded for us? It will be to



the newly opened battlefield in Ancient Hell! There, the Innate Sovereigns are all basic
combatants, and us, even if we advance next, that's only the most basic of combatants!
We'll die left and right, but if we take her down today, we'll give it to the Young Patriarch
when the time comes, and we'll get a reward, so why not?" A voice was raised, in fierce

every one.

"Right! I agree with Liu Ke's words. It's all come to this situation, what's
the use of us bending over backwards?"

"Yes, yes. We are in this situation today, the only way to get results is to

really fight some. Anything else is nothing! I also agree with Liu Ke, I'll accept both
victory and defeat!"

"Right! Fight!"

......

Liu Hai instantly the whole person with a bitter face, just now Shen Xiyan

erupted out absolutely terrifying and powerful domain pressure, the Liu Hai felt a

terrifying pressure, he originally did not want to fight, also did not want to obey that

so-called bring the stunningly beautiful woman in front of him to the clan, he might even

feel that this order was definitely not given by the young patriarch, but Liu Zhou himself

said ......

Although the young patriarch had suffered defeat in Jiu Tian Xuan before,
but Jiu Tian Xuan is also not to the young patriarch has put on a face, but all the young
patriarchs young sect masters, but not just their young patriarch, and besides, to put it



bluntly, although their medical clan has a special status, but compared to the thousand

sects Yuehai Sect moving mountain clan, it is really nothing, there is no need to end, and
even more so for a trace of face also completely disregard the sect's survival and safety

ah ......

Chapter 1690

When Liu Zhou saw that the other brothers and sisters were thinking the same way as him,
he instantly also braced his body and said to the others, "If we all work together, we will
definitely be able to win against her!"

"Right!"

Shen Xiyan was still within her own domain, the powerful domain field

that had just erupted made her herself feel amazed by it, completely unaware of what was

happening, but seeing the group of people rushing over like wolves in front of her, Shen
Xiyan also put away her doubts,? Jade hand outstretched, a strange and terrifying

power appeared in that moment, but then disappeared again!

When that power emerged, the whole crowd was shaken in their hearts and
minds, as if they were facing a very terrifying might!

Outside the field, Lin Hao turned back to look at this exact moment!

Shen Xiyan's power was familiar to him, but this moment of power that

suddenly surged and disappeared made him detect a hint of familiarity, within the



ancient prison, he experienced this kind of momentary outburst of terrifying power, and
within that endless darkness, there was something he could never forget ......

The first thing you need to do is to get to know the people you are talking
to, and then you can get to know the people you are talking to, and then you can get to

know the people you are talking to, and then you can get to know the people you are

talking to.

Qin Long was in the middle of a breakthrough, after feeling this, he walked
out from his room, looked towards Yuan Wu and transmitted his voice, "Yuan Wu, what's
wrong with you?"

Yang Hu also walked out, his mind racing with countless thoughts, could it

be that Yuan Wu had advanced again? "Brother Wu, what's going on?"

Yuan Wu waved his hand and said to Qin Long Yang Hu, "It's nothing. Ran
into a little problem. Qin Long, Brother Long, the main thing you should do now is to

break through to Grand Master. Brother Tiger, it looks like you can't go to Ancient Prison
without going there, Lin Hao has refused. Jun Wu Ren likewise refused! Lin Hao doesn't
know because of what, but Jun Wu Regret said he wanted to stay and work together with

his wife, to develop the next generation, such a big thing, we are not good at forcing each
other ......"

Yang Hu smiled, his brow wrinkled into a line, at this time he still went out

to run missions, his strength would definitely be caught up by the others, but at the
moment everyone had something to do, except him there was no one ......



Taotie went to find out if those mutant monsters around the ancient prison
had appeared inside the history.

Brother Qin Long is in the midst of a breakthrough.

Yuan Wu? Now everyone discusses out, let Yuan Wu sit down, this is
everyone's heart and soul, so Yuan Wu can't walk around freely. And before he pushed

Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren, everyone agreed, one because everyone wanted to see how

much of each other's hearts stood with theirs, and two, still wanted to know if the Dragon

Sect could move the other side.

Now it seems that the Dragon Sect doesn't mobilize much of these two ......

"I'm going now then. It's just that Brother Wu, you need to pay more

attention to the martial arts world, I feel like there might be a big mess lately. In the past

it was me who was preoccupied with training, which led to many problems, so many

years is considered my fault, I am here to apologize to you two, I will make up for it in the

future." Yuan Wu finished and left straight away, flying far away quite a lot of this was a
sigh of relief and said faintly, "Luckily Taotie is not here and neither are the others,
otherwise I really couldn't say anything."

Yang Hu left, Qin Long shook his head and lost his smile, "So many years,
Yang Hu still looks like this, are so old, probably because we are all top martial artists,
body function loss is not the same as ordinary people, otherwise ah, completely

impossible to still have such a mentality."



Just talking about it, Qin Long's face was covered with despondency.
Because Yuan Wu was a picture of an old man in his early years, his mentality had always

been stable. He was a middle-aged image, kept for so many years, strong and steady back

then, and became the man of words inside. And Taotie and Yang Hu both are about thirty

years old in appearance, resulting in a much younger mentality than the other doors ......
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